
We are glad that the mild spring weather finds you in good health. 
We are pleased to advise that Yuukuusai's second solo exhibition at CASHI, "Swim in 
flower and storm" will be held from Tuesday, April 13 to Saturday, May 29. 

Yuukuusai is an artist who energetically keeps on creating artworks with a theme of 
relationship and communication with other people. 
The works, deeply reflecting her own identity, are indispensable objects for her to 
establish the relationship between other people. 
Her works, exhibited in GEISAI in many occasions, are centered on three-dimensional 
works. You might say the sense of color and 3D presentation, which make viewers 
overwhelmed, are the charm of the artist like no other. 
Most of the other works, finished with the gorgeous fabric in full spectrum of brilliant 
and fluorescent colors, are in the motif of animals. They appear right there as mirrors 
of the artist herself and as shields to protect the artist or their founder from other 
people. 
As she describes her flat works as "self-portrait," her own costumes as "shields," and 3D 
works as "knights" to protect her from other people, you could perceive from all the 
works as much as consistently offensive vitality and spirit. 

They are powerful, fragile, painful and beautiful. 
Together with new works, what she has inside will be composed and exhibited as real 
as you might feel them grotesque.

The artist will join the reception party in the middle of the event period, on May 8. 
"Hana mo Arashi mo Kakiwakete" is Yuukuusai's solo exhibition that has become more 
profound since last year. You are cordially invited to the exhibition to look at the 
artworks and talk about them to your acquaintance.

“Swim in flower and storm”
Tues.13 April - Sat.29 May 2010

“Swim in flower and storm”
Artist : Yuukyuusai
Tue.13 April - Sat.29 May 2010
Opening reception : Sat.8 May 18:00-20:00
Place : CASHI
Gallery hours : Tue.-Sat. 11:00-19:00
                     Closed on Sundays, Mondays and public holidays
Address : 2-5-18-1F, Nihonbashi-Bakurocho, Chuo-ku, Tokyo
TEL : 03-5825-4703　FAX : 03-5825-4704
MAIL : info@cashi.jp　WEB : http://cashi.jp/
Access : 4min walk from Asakusabashi Sta. Exit A2
             4min walk from JR Bakurocho Sta.,                               
             Bakuro-Yokoyama Sta. Exit C4 

If you have any query concerning the exhibition, 
please contact us without hesitation. Contact details are listed below.

Erika Matsushima
03-5825-4703
info@cashi.jp
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Yuukyuusai

Born 1973 in Osaka, JAPAN
1996　Osaka University of Arts science of literary arts 
         department leaving school before graduation
Lives and works in Osaka, JAPAN

<Solo Exhibitions>
2009 "For me" CASHI，Tokyo
2004 "Miruna-no Mori  Miruna-no Fuchi" Gallery SPOON, Osaka
 "The world of a color / form / and sound"Gallery HAY-ON-WEY, Osaka
2003 "Night trail"Gallery SPOON, Osaka
2002 "VISION QWEST” Cafe SUITE, Osaka

<Group Exhibitions>
2010 "GEISAI #14" TOKYO BIG SIGHT, Tokyo
2009 "Urban Sensitivity" M Wakasa Presents, NY
            "Love, laughter, and tears"CASHI, Tokyo
 "GEISAI#13" Kaikai Kiki Miyoshi Studio, Saitama
            "Group Show I" CASHI, Tokyo
            "GEISAI #12" TOKYO BIG SIGHT, Tokyo
2008 "GEISAI #11" TOKYO BIG SIGHT, Tokyo
 "GEISAI Museum 2" TOKYO BIG SIGHT, Tokyo
2006 "GEISAI #10" TOKYO BIG SIGHT, Tokyo
 "The Choice Grand-prix exhibition" Nagoya, Osaka, Tokyo
 "GEISAI #9" TOKYO BIG SIGHT, Tokyo
2005 "GEISAI #8" TOKYO BIG SIGHT, Tokyo
 "SCALE" CLUB COLLAGE, Kyoto
            "GEISAI #7" TOKYO BIG SIGHT, Tokyo
2004　 "GEISAI #6" TOKYO BIG SIGHT, Tokyo
 "Craft artist exhibition" Mitsukoshi Kichijouji store, Tokyo
            "GEISAI #5" PACIFICO YOKOHAMA, Yokohama
2003 "EVEN A WORM WILL TURN" GALLERY TWINSPACE, Osaka
 "GEISAI Museum" Mori museum, Tokyo
 "GEISAI #4" TOKYO BIG SIGHT, Tokyo
 "T-shirt exhibition" Hankyu Umeda store, Osaka
 "The Choice Grand-prix exhibition" Nagoya, Osaka, Tokyo
2001 "Art Dojo GP" Museum of Contemporary Art Tokyo, Tokyo

<Awards>
2006 AMP WEST Exhibition  Selection
2005 144th The choice 
2002 20th The choice year prize
            126th The choice
            122th The choice


